
interestin~ ali~nment at ri~ht an~leG to the Roman military
road can be seen.

About two months al':owe made an excursion over Ribble

head in an attempt to locate the sites of Batty Wife and the
other camps associated with the bllildiD'r.of the railway. Apart
from several picturesqlle photo~raphs of the viaduct and 1n"le
borou~h summit~ we huve little to show for the flight. I am
hor~ing that we will attempt this route af~ain in winter, when a
light coverinr: of snow with a low sun may throw any shallow
denressions or banks into sharp relief.

Travelling westwards towards Kirkby Lonsdale, J have at
last identified the whereabouts of an earthwork made un of

a double ring and adjacent field boundaries, (595779) which
was orir;inally taken about two years ago between V/hittinp;ton
and Kirkby Lonsdale.

Between here and Burton-in-Kendal several more int0rest

ing earthworks are visible near New Park Wood (585765), (579751)
and in the grounds of Dalton Hall there are ~limpses of a
deserted villa~e with its attendant field SYSt0M, identified
by strin lynchets.

At the end of one recent flight, with Andrew White as
nhotop;rapher, we noticed a crop nark of bright ;'fellowflowers
(prob~bly buttercups) in the dark green ~rass at Thurnham,
qui te near Bank ;';ndFarm. Thi.s has not been visible on sub

sequent fli~hts, but I am honing that it will reanpear next
year so that we can map its position accurately.

During the last twelve months my col'ection of slides has
be~n increased, and covers a ~reater ran~e of ~eo~raphical,
industrial and archaeological sites.

Next year, wife and infant nermittinp;, I am honinp to
travel more to the north of the Lune. I am also hODing to
experiment with different film emulsions, such as infra-red
I~ktachrome•

X. 'CHI:; CU ERDALE HOARD by A. S. L EvlIS

A ~housand and sixty-odd years a~o the Danish rulers of
Northumbria were sufferin~ attacks from two sides: on the
west from the Norwepians of Ireland and Man; and on the south
from the Mercians and their overlord, the king of the West
Jaxons, Rdward the Elder. It was during this time, on the
south-west frontier of Northumbria, that the Cuerdale hoard
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wan buried, the most recent West Saxon pennies there being of
King 8dward.

Our records of Northumbria at this period are hazy, and
this predominantly Northumbrian hoard raises more questions
than it answers. 3,000 of the 6,000 pennies are of two north
ern kin~s, Siefred and Cnut, neither of whom are mentioned in
our histories. Siefred may be one of the several Sigfreds who
were campaifming in Britain about 900 A.D. The nennies of Cnut
all look freshly minted and this king may not have reigned for
long when the hoard was buried.

It has been suggested that these latter pennies may not
be Northumbrian at all, since a few bear the mintmark of
Quentovic, a town on the French coast near Abbeville. Since
Lancashire and northern France are the only sites where such
pennies have been found, it may be that these kings ruled a sea
linked emnire over both north-east France and Northumbria.

Christian symbols are found on most of the coins in the
hoard: the lH,;eof the cross in the centre of the coin, and of
Cnut's name arranged in the form of the cross.

A few pennies bear the legend, 'Mirabilia fecit', a quote
from the Psalms, 'He has done marvellous things.' And the 1,800
pennies that imitate the East Anglian pennies of the martyr,
king Edmund, now call him Saint Edmund, even though East Anglia
was now under the control of the Danish settlers. What appears
from these pennies is not mere imitation of earlier Frankish
and West Sax0n examples but a strident Viking Christianity.

The coins renresent some of the earliest silver pennies
to come out of Northumbria. Previously copper had been used
here. The hoard also marks the step towards the new silver cur

rency derived from the Frankish rienier (of which 700 were found
in the hoard). away from the ancient bracelets of the 'Ring
Givers', familiar to us from the sagas of the Northmen. Among
the 6,000 pennies were bracelets and rings, bent and broken,
for use no longer as symbol? of prestige but as silver bullion
to be used as currency and as cuttings, or 'skillings', which
at a fixed weight were valued at 5 pence. This seems to have
been no ordinary merchant's cach.e but a war-chest, out of which
twenty years later, five West Saxon pence alone could have pur
chased a sheep, ten a pig, or twenty pence a cow.

In 1840, after the discovery, there was a rumpus about
the number of coins said to have disanpeared secretly into
private hands. rrhe "Blackburn Standard" rerlorted on May 15th:
'The spot where the treasure was found has, since its discovery,
been more zealously scratched than any dunghill in the best
populated poultry yard.' If anything, the rumours were wildly
exaggerated. The steward of Cuerdale Hall, Jonathan Richardson,
searched the workmen who found the hoard thoroughly, and if any
one concealed part of the hoard it seems to have been him. Mr •
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Hu~o, the curate of WaIt on Church,
than one-fiftieth of the coins had

seems rather to lie in the way the
after the inquest.

estimated that no more
been lost. The scandal
coins were distributed
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Fortunately most of the coins were well documented by the
numismatist, Edward Hawkins. Only a few were of previously
known types, and coins can still be found in dealers' hands quite
easily which, though their histories are forgotten, clearly come
either from the Cuerdale hoa.rd or from the very same dies from
which coins in the Cuerdale hoard were struck.

The site of the Cuerdal~ find is a favourite fishing spot
on the South side of the River Ribble not far from Brockholes

Bridge, Preston. It is overlooked by the Farringdon Park
housing estate. Specimens. from the hoard can be seen in the
Harris Museum, Preston.
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